Opportunities for manufacturing
companies and engineering
organisations
“ ... engineers and industry need to work at inspiring
and informing young people about STEM, and
Imagineering does exactly that, and very effectively”

Investing in
the Engineers
of the Future

“

Imagineering is delivering the essence of engineering in a practical way …
and inspires young people to reach out to the world of work…”

Encouraging today’s young people to be tomorrow’s engineers
The UK’s economic future depends on enabling children to be creative, inventive and technically able to
support wealth-creating activities. The Imagineering Foundation is providing valuable links between education
and manufacturing across the UK and provides valuable opportunities for manufacturers and engineering
organisations of all kinds - including SMEs - to invest in the engineers of the future.
An independent education charity, the Foundation introduces young people to the exciting world of science,
engineering and technology through fun, hands-on activities and personal involvement not only at public
events but also in weekly after-school Imagineering Clubs. The Clubs are aimed at 9 - 13 year olds,
where pupils make a series of working engineering projects from kits using simple tools while learning
the engineering and science principles behind these projects and their everyday applications.

‘‘

Imagineering is a superb way to show young people the world of engineering. As a major
engineering employer we recognise our responsibility to help young people understand
where their science, maths and technology studies could lead them.”

Ways to invest
• Supporting an Imagineering Club, using the specially-developed kit programme
• Releasing engineers to run Clubs
• Supporting development projects
• Participating in Imagineering’s public events

Rewards and benefits include
• Developing engineers of the future who will support UK economy
• Promoting your own organisation
• Boosting recruitment programmes
• Fulfilling Corporate Social Responsibility programmes
• Professional development of employees
• Personal and leadership development of staff

‘‘

• Promoting engineering in general
Imagineering Clubs make a lasting impression on young minds and Imagineering shares our
aim of getting young people excited about engineering and crucially to encourage them to
make the right subject choices at GCSE-level and beyond.”

Imagineering is a highly successful initiative with a proven track
record for sustainability and quality. It is designed to develop and
hold young people’s interest and influence them in a positive way
to make informed choices about the subjects they study and the
career path they ultimately choose.

For more information about the rewarding opportunities available,
go to www.imagineering.org.uk/partners/get-involved-partners
or contact
For general enquiries contact
Bob Shanks, Imagineering Chairman
E: bob@shanks.org
T: 07957 460875

Joy Smith, PR & Marketing Manager
E: joy.jcm@btinternet.com
T: 01562 631466

To support an Imagineering Club contact:
Toni Stockley, Clubs Administrator
E: admin@imagineeringfoundation.onmicrosoft.com
T: 074900 88051

Rod Cannon, SW Regional Co-ordinator
E: rodcannon@hotmail.com
T: 07813 216034

Disclaimer: The information in this brochure is correct at the time of printing. The Imagineering Foundation reserves the right to vary
or cancel any events or activities and parts thereof at any time and cannot be held liable for variations in the content of the event/activity.
The Imagineering Foundation is a Charitable Incorporated Organisation. Charity no: 1158003
www.imagineering.org.uk
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